
Researching Universalism

Do an internet  search  and you’ll  find many,  many responses  to  the  questions,  “why universalism is
wrong”. Of course, these articles are usually based on evangelical Christian doctrine, and not Kingdom
reality. Importantly, have any of them been schooled by Father on the subject? Has any actually asked our
King for his mind on the matter? 

Mike Parsons has, and received instruction with Father on the topic. In 2020, Father told him:

“Son, the four streams of truth relating to The Restoration of All Things will need to be expanded
upon...Realised Eschatology,1 Christian Universalism,2 Heavenly Governmental Sonship3 and Energy
Frequency Healing4 are the four legs to the chair, but if you take one away, the chair cannot function.
These 4 streams are flowing from different directions towards the same unified goal. Legislate for this
to continue and for the forerunners in each stream to begin to resonate together.” 5

• READ: My article “The 4 Streams of Partial Truth”   LINK

So,  Father  says  Christian  Universalism (CU) is  on the  tight  track,  but  it  needs  to  be framed in the
paradigm  of  The  Restoration  of  All  Things,  not  a  free-for-all.  Notice  Father  never  said   Christian
Universalism is a heresy or that it’s incorrect.

Therefore, for me, I continue to wait for Father to give me a revelation on salvation and also Christian
Universalism.  I will write what I receive and publish it when it happens. In the meantime, my mind is
open, and I patiently wait.

For you, you’ll have to ask Father yourself because he’s the source of all truth. You can ask our King
(Jesus, The Truth) or Holy Spirit, if you prefer, but you’ll get the same response because they live in
reality, not doctrine.

In the meantime,  you can research the topic.  It’s  best  to  read material  by those who genuinely hear
through  the  Spirit,  rather  than  those  who  present  a  Bible  study.  Don’t  do  an  internet  search  on
‘universalism’, you’ll only get thousands of evangelical’s biblical tirades.

Your Investigation

Start here: www.christianuniversalism.com/resources 

Then: C. Baxter Kruger ‘Faith, Repentance, Universalism’ – www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrHHaxWaU7w 

For a toned-down anti view:  www.epm.org/blog/2013/May/22/universalism 

1 – en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Realized_eschatology 
2 – en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_universalism 
3 – The reality that sons govern for the Kingdom through the interaction with Heaven and the courts of Heaven
4 – The occult’s use of energy healing (e.g. Bio-Energy Frequency Therapy), like transcendental meditation, is an attempt to access spiritual 
reality without the authority of sonship. Like all of occult activities, they are imitations of the reality we are meant to live in. Remember, it 
was the fallen angels who imparted spiritual secrets (i.e. unknowns/mysteries) to ‘fallen’ humanity that the occult operate in. They knew 
spiritual reality and gave humanity the knowledge to access it illegitimately. 
(See Book of Enoch 6.7-8.3   www.bookofenoch.org/enoch1-16.htm )
5 – Mike Parsons "Vision Destiny 2020 – Part 12"     »»»FREE LOGIN REQUIRED FOR ACCESS«««
      eg.freedomarc.org/path-player?courseid=new-vision-destiny-2019&unit=5c3f40da47d7dd356e8b456cUnit 
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>>> NOTE: There are numerous types of CU <<<
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